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Abstract
There is deficiency and gaps among medical graduates in performing certain procedures and skills. Till recent years, some school used an apprenticeship model for teaching procedures. The way of teaching skills should be revised and reinforced. Medical schools showed adopt formal curricula based training for teaching procedure. In this letter, we would like to highlight the challenges and weakness in teaching procedure for undergraduates medical students.

1. Gaps in Procedure Skills among Graduates

Promes et. al. talked about the gaps in procedural and skills training and experiences among medical school graduates. They found that, first-year residents had the most experience in suturing and Foley catheter placement. There is some procedure which done less than five. They had the least experience in central venous access. Most had not performed basic life support, and more than one-third had not performed cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). They found the residents who had procedure course during undergraduates are significantly more likely to report competency in performing basic medical procedures [1]. Other study done among graduate’s students showed that more than two-thirds of the participant were capable of doing venipuncture, intravenous placement, arterial puncture, placement of the nasogastric tube, placement of Foley catheter, suturing lacerations, and CPR [2].

In a survey of basic practical skills in one of UK medical school, it was found that not all skills had been mastered to the same degree as venous blood sampling and
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intravenous cannula insertion [3]. The proportions reported in another study for intra-venous cannula insertion are higher than those in previous studies; for example, an audit of clinical skills conducted among final-year medical students in Nigeria reported that only 4.8% of final-year students had never inserted an intravenous cannula [4].

Other studies have reported a number of final year medical students or newly graduated doctors not attempting common procedural skills such as basic life support, nasogastric tube insertion, simple wound suturing, lumbar puncture, endotracheal intubation and thoracentesis [5]. A significant number, 38 (45.2%) had never inserted a urinary catheter nor had any experience with bag/mask skills [4]. All these mention studies showed the concern of educators about skill competences among medical students and graduates. It demonstrates the weakness and gaps in some skills and procedure competence. Also, it state that not all procedure done with the same competence and it differ from school to another.

2. Teaching Medical Procedure

Most of Medical schools depend on an apprenticeship model as teaching methods for skills

and procedures through observation, trial, and demonstration; see one, do one, teach one. But it does not offer to students and graduates adequate experience for future prepare to specialized residency. Also, apprenticeship model can be affected by patient sitting, teaching environments, and another surrounding learner (cosmetician), and the educator himself (teacher) [6]. Studies have shown that observation of procedures does not give the students self-confidence and competence to perform in patients’ real life [7–9].

So nowadays, medical schools have started formal procedural skills training curricula. This will help students to get formal procedural training maintained skills performance superiority over subsequent years of medical school [10]. Several studies showed that clinical skills curricula have demonstrated significant improvements in medical student confidence after implementation of formal procedural skills courses [9, 11, 12].

3. How to Teach and Learn Procedure

It is important to provide students an opportunity for the student to be prepared to learn that procedure. This preparation session showed to be in very structured format before the laboratory or bedside session. The aim of this session is to prepare the students with more information about indications and contraindications of specific procedure, the instruments and the tools used to perform the procedure, and the expected outcome of the procedure [13]. In addition, learners should take the time to review the risks of any procedure they perform, including the possible complications
and how to manage them if they occur. Apart from this preparation should focus on the process of obtaining informed consent as well as documentation of the procedure [14, 15].

Before starting skill laboratory or bedside session, the students should recall information regarding the procedure before its performance. Students can be prepared to the procedure by several methods assigned chapters, computer programs, or videos containing the information, they would like the learner to have mastered before the teaching experience. The problem of this preparation session, it cannot go beyond theory and it is not active sessions [13].

4. The Process of Learning

Steps in the process of learning a procedure:

1. Conceptualization — understanding the reasons for performing a procedure, the overall process, the tools involved, and the risks/benefits
2. Visualization — observing a demonstration of the procedure, performed in a fluid and competent manner by the master teacher
3. Verbalization — reviewing a verbal deconstruction of the procedure while it is performed by the expert, with opportunity for interruptions and clarifications
4. Guided practice — performing the sequential steps of the procedure under the supervision of an expert physician [13].

Therefore, it is important to be cognizant of the basics of a procedure, as some instructors may have to alter their “usual” method for performing a procedure to deliver a more standardized educational experience. Once the standard method is mastered by the learner, particular variations and shortcuts may be taught, but if taught prematurely, these will only confuse the novice learner and lengthen the time required for motor learning of the procedure [16].

As the learner becomes more comfortable with the procedure, demonstrating increased skill competence, the instructor’s involvement in the procedure should decrease until the learner is essentially performing it without assistance. Practice without guidance can precipitate errors and result in imprinting of inappropriate actions, which is dangerous to patients and a disservice to the learner. Immediate feedback, both positive and negative, is invaluable throughout the learning process. More specifically, effective feedback is performance based, highlighting portions of the procedure that were done well and pointing out areas for improvement, with specific tips on how to improve the skill attempted [17].

Once a basic procedure is mastered by a learner, the next step in skill acquisition is to present variations on that procedure. It is in this final step that learners can be introduced to the shortcuts or varied methods that instructors use in their daily
practice. They should be challenged to apply the procedure in difficult situations and learn alternative techniques to accomplish the desired outcome [18].

5. Creating a Procedural Education Elective for Preclinical Medical Students

Many educators and clinicians have commented that medical school is the optimal time in physician training to teach basic procedural skills. Because medical students have less direct patient care responsibilities and more time to spend practicing acquired skills, many emergency medicine clerkships have designated space within their curricula for procedural education. Beyond the basic skills learned at the bedside, specific procedural skills sessions using cadavers and simulators are now an increasingly popular way to provide exposure to clinical procedures for the new learners within a safe, well-supervised environment [13]. Overall, this course presents a successful example of procedural education for early learners that takes into account the educational theory of motor skills acquisition and uses multiple models for guided practice and learning with feedback. It provides a venue for students to learn basic procedures in a prescribed sequence from master teachers, rather than in the unstructured and often inexperienced hands of residents during their clinical rotations [19].

6. Conclusion

Apprenticeship model only for teaching procedures has a lot of drawback and weakness. Medical schools should adopt well structure curriculum for teaching procedures. During medical school the students has very good chance to learn procedures and skills before their residency program and future career.
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